


Songs and Sonnets (1633)

• Donne wrote his poems and distribute his manuscripts within 
the coterie circle. Most of the poems were also copied and re-
distributed by his audience. 

• Donne never seemed to care to publish his poems (except few 
poems which were written for his patron). Perhaps it was for 
the similar reason as Shakespeare’s. Or perhaps he did not 
want his former amorous verses to compromise his 
respectable position as the dean of St. Paul’s. 

• His poems were collected and published under the title Songs 
and Sonnets by his son in 1633, two year after Donne’s death.



‘The Flea’

• dramatic situation; colloquialism 

• anti-Petrarchan; upper-hand lover who regards woman as mere sex object 

• a play on Renaissance joke about the flea 

• woo song; his argument being that since she has already lost a drop of 
blood to the flea and no longer has any honor to guard, she should also 
yield to him sexually 

• mingling of the sacred and the profane; marriage as a holy union, Trinity 
image, Christ’s blood 

• has controlling conceit (‘the flea’) which develops the argument of the 
poem and ties the poem together



‘The Good-Morrow’

• Aubade or dawn poem: morning love song 
(opposite of serenade) 

• Parting, separation at dawn; their love (and their 
night of lovemaking) must cease since they have to 
return to the world of affairs 

• Regret having to part; a sense of lingering desire



• Stanza I 

• Past tense 

• ‘country’ or lesser pleasure 

• folk lore 

• ‘den’ - confinement 

• childhood, naivete, ignorance 

• drowsiness 

• Lovers’ dormant souls before they have discovered 
each other



• Stanza II 

• Present tense 

• their pleasure is more refined 

• scientific discovery, sea voyage 

• the lovers’ bedroom suddenly becomes ‘everywhere’ or the 
whole world 

• growth, maturity, expansion 

• excitement 

• Lovers’ ‘waking souls’ which become enlarged and 
expand to encompass the whole world—one world image



• Stanza III 

• conceit: eyes of lovers ‘mixed equally’ (as in 
alchemical process) and become a round, 
perfect earth 

• ‘sharp north’ - love that becomes cold; ‘declining 
west’ - love that fades (flat/round earth) 

• The love that ‘dies’ or ends after it has been 
consummated is sexual, not spiritual, love. 

• Perfection through physical consummation


